Class: CLASSIC  Teacher: Mr Carter

Course Description
This is a leadership program where students will study leadership in a variety of settings. This information will be transferred to their own lives through mentoring and modelling by CLASSIC teachers and program members. Students will complete a variety of physical education challenges and other team challenges.

Learning Outcomes
Displays an understanding of the Campbell High School core values
Demonstrates an understanding of leadership qualities
Applies strategies to improve fitness
Demonstrate skill development across a range of activities
Contributes to a culture of collaborative learning
Demonstrates an ability to reflect on decisions and actions that affect responsible behaviour
Understands and applies strategies that address hygiene, health and safety in CLASSIC

Work Practice Outcomes
Displays acceptable behaviour
Displays a positive attitude and works cooperatively
Contribution to class activities
Completion of assignment

Materials Required
Students are required to change into appropriate CLASSIC clothing for each CLASSIC lesson (CLASSIC shirt, joggers and shorts/track suit). It is also necessary for students to bring a water bottle, hat and sunscreen where possible. Mobile phones may be used as part of the class in consultation with the teacher.

Typical Homework
Students are required to catch up on any missed work and devote some time to assignments and class preparation during the theory unit.

Assessment Items  Due Date
Hygiene health and safety compliance  Ongoing
Skill Development  Ongoing
Participation, teamwork, contribution  Ongoing
Knowledge of rules and objectives  Ongoing
Accountability of whole school values  Ongoing
Film review  Term 2